The SciBooNE Collaboration reports K + production cross section and rate measurements using high energy daughter muon neutrino scattering data off the SciBar polystyrene (C8H8) target in the SciBooNE detector. The K + mesons are produced by 8 GeV protons striking a beryllium target in Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam line (BNB). Using observed neutrino and antineutrino events in SciBooNE, we measure
The SciBooNE Collaboration reports K + production cross section and rate measurements using high energy daughter muon neutrino scattering data off the SciBar polystyrene (C8H8) target in the SciBooNE detector. The K + mesons are produced by 8 GeV protons striking a beryllium target in Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam line (BNB). Using observed neutrino and antineutrino events in SciBooNE, we measure d 2 σ dpdΩ = (5.34 ± 0.76) mb/(GeV /c × sr)
for p + Be → K + + X at mean K + energy of 3.9 GeV and angle (with respect to the proton beam direction) of 3.7 degrees, corresponding to the selected K + sample. Compared to Monte Carlo predictions using previous higher energy K + production measurements, this measurement, which uses the NUANCE neutrino interaction generator, is consistent with a normalization factor of 0.85±0.12. This agreement is evidence that the extrapolation of the higher energy K + measurements to an 8 GeV beam energy using Feynman scaling is valid. This measurement reduces the error on the K + production cross section from 40% to 14%.
PACS numbers: 13.87.Eb, 13.20.-v, 13.15.+g
I. INTRODUCTION
Inclusive kaon production by low-energy protons (1 to 15 GeV) is of interest both theoretically and experimentally. In this low-energy region, kaon production is dominated by exclusive processes. For example, the lowest threshold K + production process is p + p → K + + Λ + p, which for a fixed target setup has an incoming beam energy threshold of 2.52 GeV. Since exclusive channel threshold effects are important, theoretical models such as Feynman scaling [1] may be better in describing lowenergy production cross sections. Measurements of kaon production in this region are not extensive and do not cover wide kinematic regions. In addition, systematic data on the energy and target nuclei dependence is not available. Thus, new measurements of kaon production are needed in this region. Experimentally, kaon production is also relevant for neutrino experiments since important components of the incident neutrino flux come from kaon decays.
A primary motivation of this work is to verify the simulation of neutrinos from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) line with actual data. The BNB line provides neutrinos for the MiniBooNE [2] and SciBooNE [3] experiments, as well as possible future experiments, including MicroBooNE [4] . In this beam line, protons with 8 GeV kinetic energy are directed onto a 1.8-interaction length beryllium target. The average energy of π + (K + ) that decay to neutrinos in the MiniBooNE detector acceptance is 1.89 (2.66) GeV. Therefore 37.6% (92.1%) decay before the end of the 50 m long decay region. The relevant decay modes for MiniBooNE/SciBooNE are π + → µ + ν µ , K + → µ + ν µ , which produce 92.9% of the neutrino beam, π − → µ −ν µ , which produces 6.5% of the neutrino beam, and K + → π 0 e + ν e , µ + → e +ν µ ν e , K 0 L → π − e + ν e , and K 0 L → π + e −ν e , which produce 0.6% of the neutrino beam.
While the neutrino flux is predominantly due to π + decay, K + decay is the dominant source above 2 GeV. The neutrinos from kaons provide a unique source of high energy events for experiments on the BNB line studying neutrino cross sections, and can represent a source of background for experiments exploring neutrino oscillations and beyond-the-standard-model effects. Therefore, it is important for the BNB line experiments to understand the rate of K + production. An accurate understanding of K + production will reduce systematics associated with the measured ν e back- ground in MiniBooNE, a major contributor to the uncertainty in the previously published ν e oscillation appearance result [5] . The measurement of K + production in this energy region combined with K + production at higher energies is a good test of production models such as the Feynman-Scaling [6] and Modified SanfordWang [7] parameterization used to describe secondary meson production at low primary proton beam energy in the BNB.
This work describes a measurement of K + production by measuring the rate of high-energy ν µ events from kaon decay. The data sample used for the measurement comes from the interaction of ν µ andν µ which undergo charged current (CC) neutrino interactions in the fiducial volume of the SciBooNE detector, generating high energy µ − and µ + (along with a host of other particles) that penetrate the entire SciBooNE detector, providing essentially a minimum muon momentum requirement of 1.0 GeV/c. The neutrinos from K + decay can be isolated using the angular distribution of the outgoing muons and the multiplicity of charged particles produced in the interaction. The number of K + decay neutrinos is then compared to prediction to make a determination of a normalization factor for production in the BNB and correspondingly a K + production cross section. The paucity of high-energy events in the SciBooNE experiment prevents a measurement of the kinematic distribution of K + production but does allow a normalization determination with improved uncertainty.
II. SCIBOONE EXPERIMENT A. Neutrino Beam
The SciBooNE experiment detected neutrinos produced by the Fermilab BNB. The same BNB beam is also serving the MiniBooNE experiment. The BNB uses protons accelerated to 8 GeV kinetic energy by the Fermilab Booster synchrotron. Beam properties are monitored on a spill-by-spill basis, and at various locations along the BNB line. Transverse and directional alignment of the beam, beam width and angular divergence, beam intensity and losses along the BNB, are measured and used in the data quality selection. Protons strike a 71.1 cm long beryllium target, producing a secondary beam of hadrons, mainly pions with a small fraction of kaons. A cylindrical horn electromagnet made of aluminum surrounds the beryllium target to sign-select and focus the secondary beam. For neutrino running mode, the horn polarity was set to focus particles with positive electric charge and for antineutrino running mode, the horn polarity was set to focus particles with negative electric charge. The neutrino beam is mostly produced in the 50 m long decay region. The analysis described in this paper will use data from both neutrino and antineutrino running modes.
The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the neutrino beam was modeled by the MiniBooNE collaboration. The MiniBooNE collaboration uses a GEANT4-based Monte Carlo simulation that can be roughly divided into five consecutive simulation steps. The first simulation step is the definition of the beam-line geometry including the shape, location, and composition of components. The second simulation step is the generation of primary protons according to the measured beam optics properties. The third simulation step is the simulation of particles produced by the initial p-Be interaction, including the elastic and quasi-elastic scattering of the protons in the target. Custom tables for the production of proton, neutron, π ± , K ± , K 0 are used based on the phenomenology of particle production and data of the production of these particles at higher energies. The fourth simulation step is the propagation of the produced particles using the GEANT4 framework taking into account energy loss, electromagnetic and hadronic processes, and trajectory deflection by the magnetic field created by the horn. The fifth simulation step is the decay of propagated particles into neutrinos using the current branching fraction measurements [2] .
Particle production is simulated using the methods described in Ref. [2] . The production of K + is simulated using a Feynman scaling formalism based on K + p-Be production data at different primary proton energies [2, 6] . The predicted double differential cross section using the Feynman parametrization reported in [2, 6] is
at the mean K + energy of 3.9 GeV and mean angle of 3.7 degrees, which are the mean energy and angle for kaons which produce neutrinos in SciBooNE.
For π + and π − production, the Sanford-Wang (SW) [7] parametrization to the HARP p-Be data [8] at 8.89 GeV/c is used to determine the central value with associated errors determined from spline fits. SW [7] production is also used for K 0 production and errors. The long life time of the K 0 L combined with the fact that they are not focused by the magnetic horn leads to the expectation that the contribution of decay neutrinos for this source is small relative to the K + . For K − production, the scarcity of production measurements in the relevant kinematic regions motivated the use of the MARS hadronic interaction package [9] to determine the absolute double differential cross-sections.
The neutrinos produced from the simulation are extrapolated along straight lines toward the SciBooNE detector. All neutrinos whose ray traces cross any part of the detector volume and surrounding rock are considered in the SciBooNE neutrino flux prediction and the kinematics of the neutrino and their parents are stored.
In the neutrino mode running (positive horn polarity), a total neutrino flux of 2.2 × 10 −8 cm −2 /POT is expected at the SciBooNE detector location, with a mean neutrino energy of 0.7 GeV. The flux is dominated by muon neutrinos (92.92% of total), with small contributions from muon antineutrinos (6.48%), electron neutrinos (0.54%) and electron antineutrinos (0.05%).
In the antineutrino mode running (negative horn polarity), a total neutrino flux of 1.3 × 10 −8 cm −2 /POT is expected at the SciBooNE detector location, with a mean neutrino energy of 0.6 GeV. The flux is dominated by muon antineutrinos (83.85% of total), with contributions from muon neutrinos (15.58%), electron neutrinos (0.15%) and electron antineutrinos (0.42%).
The neutrino flux predictions at the SciBooNE detector location as a function of neutrino energy for both neutrino and antineutrino mode running are shown in Fig. 1 . For the low-energy BNB, the neutrino spectrum at SciBooNE and MiniBooNE are very similar, except for the flux normalization difference [10] , in particular, according to simulations, the mean energy of the ν µ flux is expected to be 0.76 (0.79) GeV at the SciBooNE (MiniBooNE) detector location, reflecting the very similar fraction of ν µ s from π + and K + decay at the two locations. The systematic uncertainties in the neutrino flux prediction come from several sources in the simulation steps above: proton delivery/optics, secondary particle productions, hadronic interactions in the target or horn and horn magnetic field. Fig. 2 shows the ν µ flux in neutrino mode from π + and K + decays, and their fractional uncertainties. Fig. 3 shows the ν µ andν µ flux in antineutrino mode from π − , π + , and K + decays, and their fractional uncertainties. The uncertainty in π + (π − ) production is determined from uncertainties associated with spline fits to the HARP π + (π − ) double differential cross section data [2] and differences between the SW and spline fit central values. The HARP data used were those from a thin (5% interaction length) beryllium target run [8] . While the HARP data provide a valuable constraint on the BNB flux prediction, additional uncertainties resulting from thick target effects (secondary re-scattering of protons and pions) are included through the BNB flux simulation. The resulting π + production uncertainty is ≈ 5% at the peak of the flux distribution and increases significantly at high and low neutrino energies. The resulting π − production uncertainty is ≈ 10% at the peak of the flux distribution and also increases at high and low neutrino energies.
The flux from K + decay is dominant for E ν > 2.0 GeV. Since no published data exist for K + production at the BNB primary proton beam energy, we employ the Feynman scaling hypothesis to relate K + production measurements at different proton beam energies to the expected production at the BNB proton beam energy [2] . The errors of the Feynman scaling parameters obtained from these measurements are then included as systematic uncertainties.
Other major contributions to the flux error include uncertainties in the hadron interactions at the target and simulation of the the horn magnetic field, which both contribute to shape and normalization uncertainties. An overall normalization uncertainty is included on the number of protons on target (POT). All flux errors are modeled through variations in the simulation and result in a total error of ≈ 7% at the peak of the flux. Quantitative constraints of each uncertainty have been determined from previous MiniBooNE studies [2] .
B. SciBooNE Detector
The SciBooNE detector was located 100 m downstream from the beryllium target on the axis of the beam, as shown in Fig. 4 . The detector was comprised of three subdetectors: a fully active and finely segmented scintillator tracker (SciBar), an electromagnetic calorimeter (EC), and a muon range detector (MRD). SciBar served as the primary neutrino target for this analysis. SciBooNE uses a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in which the z axis is the beam direction and the y axis is the vertical upward direction. The origin is located on the most upstream surface of SciBar in the z dimension, and at the center of the SciBar scintillator plane in the x and y dimensions. Since each sub-detector is read out both vertically and horizontally, two views are defined: top (x vs. z projection) and side (y vs. z projection).
The SciBar detector [12] was positioned upstream of the other sub-detectors. It consists of 14,336 extruded plastic scintillator strips. Each strip has a dimension of 2.5 × 300 × 1.3 cm 3 . The scintillators are arranged vertically and horizontally to construct a 3 × 3 × 1.7 m 3 volume with a total mass of 15 tons. The dominant component of the SciBar detector is polystyrene (C 8 H 8 ). The uncertainty of the total detector mass is estimated to be 1%, including the effect of epoxy resin used to glue the strips.
Each strip was read out by a 64-channel multi-anode photo-multiplier (MA-PMT) via a wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber. Charge information was recorded for each channel, while timing information was recorded in groups of 32 channels by taking the logical OR with multi-hit TDC modules [13] . The timing resolution for minimumionizing particles was evaluated with cosmic ray data to be 1.6 ns. The average light yield for minimum-ionizing particles is approximately 20 photo-electrons per 1.3 cm path length, and the typical pedestal width is below 0.3 photo-electron. The hit finding efficiency evaluated with cosmic ray data is more than 99.8%. The minimum length of a reconstructable track is approximately 8 cm (three layers hit in each view). The track finding efficiency for single tracks of 10 cm or longer is more than 99%. Large samples of events were visually scanned to ensure that the track finding algorithm is efficient, has high purity, and is unbiased. The scanning showed that the purity of the track-finding algorithm using the information available from the detector was efficient for separating events into SciBar 1, 2, 3-Track samples.
The EC is located just downstream of SciBar, and is designed to measure the electron neutrino contamination in the beam and tag photons from π 0 decay. The EC is a "spaghetti" type calorimeter comprised of 1 mm diameter scintillating fibers embedded in lead foil [14] . The calorimeter is made of 64 modules of dimensions 262 × 8 × 4 cm 3 . The fibers are bundled in two independent groups of 4 × 4 cm 2 transverse cross section, read at both ends by Hamamatsu PMTs.
The MRD was installed downstream of the EC and is designed to measure the momentum of muons produced by CC neutrino interactions. It comprised of 12 iron plates with thickness 5 cm sandwiched between planes of 6 mm thick scintillation counters; there were 13 alternating horizontal and vertical planes read out via 362 individual 2 inch PMTs. Each iron plate measured 274 × 305 cm 2 . The MRD measured the momentum of muons up to 1.2 GeV/c using the observed muon range. Charge and timing information from each PMT were recorded. The average hit finding efficiency is 99%.
C. Detector Response Simulation
The GEANT4 framework is used for the detector simulation. The Bertini cascade model within GEANT4 [15] is used to simulate the interactions of hadronic particles with detector materials. The detector simulation includes a detailed geometric model of the detector, including the detector frame, experimental hall, and soil. The energy loss of a particle in each single SciBar strip and each individual EC sensitive fiber is simulated. The energy deposition is converted in the detector response taking into account the Birk's saturation of the scintillator, the light attenuation along the fibers, the Poisson fluctuation of the number of photoelectrons, the PMT resolution, and electronic noise. The crosstalk in nearby SciBar channels is also simulated.
In SciBar the timing of each hit is simulated from the true time of the corresponding energy deposition, corrected by the travel time of the light in the WLS fiber and smeared by the timing resolution.
For the detector simulation of the MRD, true energy deposition in each scintillator is converted to ADC counts using the conversion factor measured with cosmic muons. The attenuation of light in the scintillator as well as electronics noise are simulated. The time of energy deposition is digitized and converted into TDC counts.
The input parameters of the detector simulation are derived from laboratory measurements and calibration data. The features of the simulation have been systematically compared and tuned with cosmic ray and neutrino data.
A more detailed description of the detector simulation is given in [16] .
D. Neutrino Interaction Simulation
In the SciBooNE experiment, neutrino interactions with carbon and hydrogen in the SciBar detector are simulated by the NEUT [17, 18] and NUANCE [19] [20] . The same analysis will also be repeated using NEUT and presented in Appendix B. The total number of protons on target (POT) collected in neutrino mode is 0.99 × 10 20 while the POT for the antineutrino mode is 1.51 × 10 20 . The expected number of events in the SciBooNE detector for each neutrino (antineutrino) interaction is listed in Tab. I. are the nucleons (proton or neutron), ℓ is the lepton (electron, muon or neutrino), and m is the meson. NUANCE also simulates resonantly-produced multi-pion and kaon production (K + Λ, K + Σ). In nuclei, interactions of the mesons and hadrons with the nuclear medium are simulated following the neutrino interactions.
In addition to neutrino interactions inside SciBar, we also simulate interactions in the EC and MRD and the surrounding materials (the walls of the detector hall and soil).
Quasi-elastic Scattering
The dominant interaction in SciBooNE is CC quasielastic scattering, which is implemented using the Smith and Moniz model [21] . The nucleons are treated as quasifree particles with Fermi motion and Pauli blocking taken into account. The Fermi surface momentum (p F ) for carbon is set to 220 MeV/c and the nuclear potential (E B ) is set to 34 MeV/c, as extracted from electron scattering data [22] taking into account neutrino vs. electron scattering differences [23] . For the vector form factor, NUANCE uses the BBA-2003 form factor [24] with a dipole form for the axial form factor with an adjustable axial mass, M A -H is used only in the antineutrino mode running. In NUANCE, an empirical Pauli-blocking parameter, κ is introduced [25] to better describe the MiniBooNE quasi-elastic data at low momentum transfer. When κ > 1, the Pauli-blocking of final state nucleons is increased and hence the cross section at low momentum transfer is suppressed. The values of (M 2 and κ = 1.022 are used [23] . The same Fermi momentum distribution and nuclear potential are used in all other neutrino-nucleus interactions except for coherent π production.
Meson Production via Baryon Resonances
The second most frequent interaction in SciBooNE is the resonant production of single pion, kaon, and eta mesons which NUANCE described with the model of Rein and Sehgal [26] . The Rein and Sehgal model assumes an intermediate baryon resonance, N * , in the reaction of νN → ℓN * , N * → N ′ m. All intermediate baryon resonances with mass less than 1.7 GeV/c 2 are included. Interactions with invariant masses greater than 2 GeV/c 2 are simulated as deep inelastic scattering. ∆ re-interactions (∆N → N N ) which do not lead to a mesonic final state are also simulated. This reinteraction probability is assumed to be 10% (20%) for ∆ ++/− ( ∆ +/0 ) resonances. To determine the angular distribution of final state pions, the method of [27] is used for the P 33 (1232) resonance. For other resonances, the directional distribution of the generated pion is chosen to be isotropic in the resonance rest frame. The axial-vector form factors are formalized to be dipole with M 1π A = 1.10 GeV/c 2 .
Coherent Pion Production
Coherent pion production is a neutrino interaction with a nucleus which remains intact, releasing one pion with the same charge as the incoming weak current. Because of the small momentum transfer to the target nucleus, the outgoing pion tends to be emitted in the forward direction, closely following the incoming neutrino direction. The formalism developed by Rein and Sehgal [28, 29] is used to simulate such interactions. The axial vector mass, M coherent A , is set to 1.03 ± 0.28 GeV/c 2 . The total and inelastic pion-nucleon cross sections from the original Rein-Sehgal publications [28, 29] are obtained from fits to PDG data and implemented as a function of pion energy. The Rein and Sehgal model predicts the CC coherent π + production rate to be approximately 1% of the total neutrino CC rate in SciBooNE.
Deep Inelastic Scattering
The deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross section is calculated using the GRV98 parton distribution functions [30] . Additionally, we have included the corrections in the small Q 2 region developed by Bodek and Yang [31] . The DIS contribution slowly increases for W values starting at 1.7 GeV and becomes the only source of neutrino interactions above W>2 GeV. This is done to create a smooth transition between the resonance and DIS models and ensure continuity in distributions of kinematics and hadron multiplicity in the region of overlap. Tab. II summarizes the parameter choices used in NUANCE. 
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Intra-nuclear Interactions
Following production, the intra-nuclear interactions of mesons and nucleons are simulated using a cascade model in which the particles are traced until they escape the target nucleus.
Although we only use kinematic information from the final state muon in this analysis, the simulation of internuclear interaction is important since the pions/protons emitted from the nucleus can affect the selection criteria and bias the kinematics of the final state muon.
Inelastic scattering, charge exchange and absorption of pions in nuclei are simulated. For inelastic scattering and charge exchange interactions, the direction and momentum of pions are affected. In the scattering amplitude, Pauli blocking is also taken into account. A more detailed description of the intra-nuclear interaction simulations in NUANCE can be found in [19] .
III. NEUTRINO MODE ANALYSIS
In this analysis, we use a sample of high energy ν µ events identified by muons penetrating the SciBar, EC, and MRD detectors. According to our Monte Carlo simulation, 43% of these high energy neutrinos come from K + decays in the beam.
The entire neutrino-mode data set for the SciBooNE experiment is used for this analysis. The neutrino run occurred from October 2007 to April 2008. A total of 0.99×10
20 POT, after all data quality cuts, was collected with an efficiency of 95%.
The hit threshold in SciBar is set at 2.5 photoelectrons (corresponding to roughly 0.25 MeV) for a scintillator strip. The hits in each view are then associated into two-dimensional (2D) tracks in each view using a cellular automaton algorithm developed in K2K [32] . First, a correction for cross talk is applied to both data and MC prediction before 2D track reconstruction. Then, the remaining hits are categorized into "clusters", where a cluster is one or more hits in adjacent scintillator strips. Segments are formed, which connect individual clusters no more than one scintillator strip apart. Any segments which share a cluster are then connected, provided the χ 2 of a least squares linear fit remains acceptable. Three dimensional tracks are formed from 2D tracks in both views by requiring the timing between the 2D tracks to be within 50 ns, and the start and end point in the z direction for the 2D tracks to be within 6.6 cm.
A reconstructed muon track (referred to as a SciBar-MRD matched track) consists of a SciBar reconstructed track matching a reconstructed track in the MRD. The fiducial volume (FV) is applied requiring the upstream edge of the track to be within |x| ≤ 130 cm, |y| ≤ 130 cm, and 5.24 ≤ |z| ≤ 149.34 cm. This corresponds to a 9.7 m 3 FV and 9.8 tons of fiducial mass. This selection criterion is not the same as is used in previous SciBooNE publications of 10.6 tons [11, 33, 34] ; the selection has been optimized for the particular analysis described here. The difference is due to a more conservative cut in the z direction to better reduce background events and more accurately reconstruct kinematic variables associated with the SciBar tracks.
As only MRD events are selected, a muon-hypothesis track selection is unnecessary, and the FV selection has been modified to boost the number of events in the sample without adding backgrounds. The track is also required to be in time with the neutrino beam, i.e. within 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, 000 ns. The extrapolation of the SciBar track is required to be matched with a track in MRD within 30 cm and within a 100 ns time difference. The matching requires a track that penetrates at least four consecutive MRD layers. If no MRD track is found, MRD hits can be used for the matching. The MRD hits, which in this case are required to be within a cone with an aperture of ±0.5 rad, should have a time within 100 ns with respect to the SciBar track and should be within 10 cm of the extrapolated SciBar track on the MRD first layer.
The SciBar-MRD matched track can be further classified based on the end point of the MRD matched track: if the SciBar-MRD matched track stops in the MRD, the track is defined as SciBar-MRD stopped. If the track goes through all of the MRD planes, the track is classified as SciBar-MRD penetrated. If the SciBar-MRD matched track escapes from the side of the MRD before the most downstream plane, the event is classified as SciBar-MRD side-escaped.
In this analysis we will consider only events with one SciBar-MRD penetrated track. This defines a sample enriched in high energy muon neutrino events. The selected muons will have a minimum momentum of 1.0 GeV/c and muon angle relative to beam axis of less than 45 degrees.
The data sets for SciBooNE are subject to contamination by cosmic backgrounds (due to lack of detector shielding or veto). The vast majority of the cosmic backgrounds come from cosmic muons, which can mimic a muon signal from a ν µ interaction in SciBar. The selection cuts remove most of the cosmic background muons due to differences between cosmic background muons and muons created by neutrino beam interactions. The FV and timing cuts in SciBar remove the cosmic backgrounds coming from outside the detector and beam window. Most of the cosmic backgrounds enter the detector from above, producing vertical tracks (neutrino beam event tracks are generally horizontal). The vertical cosmic tracks do not pass through both SciBar and MRD and no SciBar-MRD matched track can be reconstructed, failing the cut requiring a SciBar-MRD matched track. For events with a SciBar-MRD matched track, the cosmic background contamination in the beam timing window is 0.5%, estimated using a beam-off timing window (5, 000 ≤ t ≤ 15, 000 ns). To further correct for the cosmic backgrounds, identical selection cuts are made in data in the timing region 5, 000 ≤ t ≤ 15, 000 ns, far outside the beam timing window and 5 times as long for better statistics. The data numbers and distributions selected in this cosmic background region are then divided by 5 and subtracted from the corresponding data events and distributions selected in the beam timing window. The resulting cosmic background subtracted data numbers and distributions assume no further cosmic background contamination. There is no cosmic background modeling in the MC. The number of events from cosmic backgrounds, neutrino interactions in the EC and MRD, and events with neutrino interactions in the material surrounding the SciBar detector are negligible. For all three samples combined, the number of background events is estimated to be 26 events: 15 from cosmic, 9 from backscattering neutrino events in EC/MRD, and 2 from interaction outside the SciBooNE detectors.
The high energy muons penetrate through the entire SciBooNE detector so the reconstruction of the total muon energy could not be done. The reconstructed muon angle relative to beam axis will be used as the primary kinematic variable for the analysis. Neutrinos produced from K + decay have a higher energy on average than neutrinos from π + decay. Therefore, the angular distribution of the resulting muon from the neutrino interaction of a neutrino from K + will be more forward peaked than those from neutrinos from π + . After all the previously mentioned selection cuts, the resulting data and MC samples are further divided into three separate samples based on the number of SciBar reconstructed tracks in each event. The number of SciBar reconstructed tracks for data and MC (along with its different contributions) can be seen in Fig. 5 . The SciBar 1-Track sample contains mostly (78%) CCQE interactions, the SciBar 2-Track sample contains both CCQE(46%) and CC1π (42%) and the SciBar 3-Track sample contains mostly CC1π(62%) events together with QE and DIS interactions. The reconstructed muon angle distributions for the SciBar 1, 2 and 3-Track samples are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows an excess in the MC events with respect to the data for low angle muon reconstructed tracks which is largely attributed to the difficulty in correctly modeling nuclear final state interactions. We believe that this MC/data discrepancy at low reconstructed muon angle is due to modeling of proton emission; the effect is covered by the uncertainty included for the modeling in Sec. V.
Tab. III shows the number of events coming from K + , π + , data, and MC (NUANCE) along with efficiencies and purities (defined in Eqs. 2, 3) for the three selected samples.
We define the efficiency and purity using MC simulated events as:
The mean energy and mean angle (with respect to proton beam direction) of the selected K + and the mean energy for ν µ from the selected K + in each of the three TABLE III. Number of events for data and for NUANCE MC after selection cuts for the neutrino mode analysis. MRD indicates the SciBar-MRD sample, and MRD pen. stands for SciBar-MRD penetrated sample. The cosmic backgrounds have been subtracted from the data. The first column contains the number of predicted events with a νµ coming from K + while the second column contains the number of predicted events with a νµ coming from π + . The third column and fourth column represent the number of events in data and MC and the last two columns are the efficiency (ǫ(K + )) and purity (π(K + )) for νµ from K + in MC. The total event prediction from simulation is labeled as MC. samples is summarized in Tab. IV. Fig. 7 shows the 2-dimensional distribution of K + production angle relative to proton beam axis versus true K + production energy for predicted K + events selected in the SciBar 1-Track, 2-Track and 3-Track MC samples for the neutrino mode analysis.
The background from K − and K efficiency was also 95% in this case.
The majority of events in antineutrino mode running areν µ from π − decay, with a significant ν µ contribution coming from the decay of positively charged π + and K + . At higher energies (above 2 GeV), the positively charged "wrong-sign" particles, mainly π + and K + , are strongly boosted in the forward direction, traveling downstream nearly parallel to the beam axis direction, such that they are not defocused by the magnetic horn. These particles create a 40% background of wrong sign neutrino interactions in the antineutrino mode run. In this analysis, we select a sample of high energy ν µ coming from K + . The analysis strategy is very similar to what is described in Sec. III with the difference that the background composition in the selected sample is different. Background events result from high energy ν µ from π + produced in the initial p-Be interaction, and the decay of π − (also produced in the initial p-Be interaction) that generate high energyν µ . Both the ν µ andν µ result in high energy muons (with negative and positive charge respectively) that penetrate the SciBar, EC and MRD detectors. Positive and negative muons are indistinguishable in SciBooNE due to the lack of magnetic field in our detector system.
As in the neutrino mode analysis, events passing the base selection cuts are further divided into three samples based on whether the events contain 1, 2 or 3 SciBar reconstructed tracks. The number of SciBar reconstructed tracks for data and MC (along with the parent) can be seen in Fig. 8 . The SciBar 1-Track sample contains mostly (81%) charged current quasi-elastic interaction events. The SciBar 2-Track sample is evenly split between charged current quasi-elastic (40%) and charged current resonant pion interactions (44%), with a tiny contribution from charged current multi-π/DIS interactions (6%). The SciBar 3-Track sample contains mostly charged current resonant pion interactions (61%), with small contributions from charged current quasielastic (12%) and charged current multi-π/DIS interactions (21%). The reconstructed muon angle distributions for the SciBar 1, 2 and 3-Track samples are shown in Fig. 9 . In this case the ν µ events coming from K + have high energies, peaking at smaller angles, while the lower energy π + and π − background distributions are spread more evenly across a broader range of angles.
In this analysis, we also found a slight disagreement between data and Monte Carlo at low angle regions for the SciBar 2 and 3-Track samples for the reconstructed muon angle (see Fig. 9 ). This disagreement is caused, as in the ν µ analysis, by the imperfect modeling of nuclear and intra-nuclear interactions in our neutrino interaction simulation program.
Tab. V summarizes the selected number of events in Data and MC (NUANCE) for the three selected samples, together with the efficiency and purity of K + (defined in Eqs. 2, 3) .
The mean energy and mean angle (with respect to the proton beam direction) for the selected K + and the mean energy for ν µ from the selected K + in each of the three samples is summarized in Tab. VI. Fig. 10 shows the 2-dimensional distribution of K + production angle relative to proton beam axis versus true K + production energy for predicted K + events selected in the SciBar 1-Track, 2-Track and 3-Track MC samples for the antineutrino mode analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 10 , the K + are much more forward than in neutrino mode (Fig. 7) otherwise they would have been swept out by the horn.
The number of neutrinos coming from K − and K (Fig. 7) otherwise they would have been swept out by the horn, this can be seen also in the angular distribution difference between Tab. IV and Tab. VI.
1 event is estimated from backscattering neutrino events in EC and MRD, and 3 events are estimated from neutrino interactions outside the SciBooNE detector. 
V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties are included by using a covariance matrix that includes the correlated and uncorrelated errors among the muon angle bins in the SciBar 1, 2, 3-Track samples. The covariance matrix is determined by calculating the correlated event changes for a given systematic uncertainty and then combining these (the different systematic uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated) to form the matrix. Statistical errors are also included as uncorrelated terms in the diagonal elements.
A. Neutrino Beam Uncertainties
The uncertainties in the delivery of the primary proton beam to the beryllium target and the primary beam optics, secondary hadron production in proton-beryllium interactions, hadronic interactions in the target and horn and the horn magnetic field model are considered. The change in the neutrino beam spectrum due to these uncertainties is calculated by drawing random parameter vectors (all the beam systematics are varied within their uncertainties when drawing random parameter vectors) and weighting each event by a factor corresponding to the variation of the yield of the parent meson with the given momentum and angle.
To evaluate the neutrino beam uncertainties for both the neutrino and antineutrino mode running, a thousand random parameter vectors are generated, resulting in a thousand neutrino beam flux predictions and a thousand individual weights for each MC event. The thousand individual sets of weights for the MC simulation are passed through each analysis resulting in a thousand individual outcomes for each analysis. The correlated event changes associated with the thousand individual outcomes are used to form the error matrix for the beam systematic uncertainties.
For K − production error, which is not accounted for in the previous neutrino beam uncertainty weights, a conservative 100% production uncertainty is applied.
B. Detector Uncertainties
PMT Crosstalk and Resolution
The crosstalk of the MA-PMT was measured to be 3.15% for adjacent channels, with an absolute error of 0.4% [16] . The single photoelectron resolution of the MA-PMT is set to 50% in the simulation, and the absolute error is estimated to be ±20%. Several complete MC simulation sets, with the crosstalk level and single photoelectron resolution separately varied within their uncertainties, are prepared and the changes in the final results using the varied MC simulation sets are taken as the systematic uncertainties.
Scintillator Quenching
Birk's constant for the SciBar scintillator was measured to be 0.0208 ± 0.0023 cm/MeV [16] and is varied within the measurement to evaluate the systematic error.
Hit Threshold
The conversion factors from the ADC counts to the photoelectron were measured for all 14,336 MA-PMT channels in SciBar. The measurement uncertainty was at the 20% level. Since the number of photoelectrons (2.5 p.e.) for the SciBar hit threshold was used, the hit threshold is varied by ±20% to evaluate the systematic error for SciBar track reconstruction.
TDC Dead time
The TDC dead time is set to 55 ns in the MC simulation, with the error estimated to be ±20 ns [33] . A MC simulation set with variations in the TDC dead time was prepared to determine the systematic error.
C. Cross section and nuclear model uncertainties
CC Quasi Elastic Scattering Cross Section
A systematic uncertainty of ±0.234 GeV is assigned to the M QE A -C to span the difference between the value used and the value from the global fit to historical data [35] .
The difference between κ = 1.000 and κ = 1.022 is also assigned as a systematic uncertainty and added in quadrature to the M QE A -C error. M QE A -H error gives a negligible contribution.
CC Resonant Pion Production Cross Section
From a previous K2K measurement [36] , the uncertainty in the resonant pion scattering cross section is estimated to be ±20%. An additional uncertainty is assigned to account for the observed Q 2 disagreement between the SciBooNE CC 1π-enriched data samples and the MC [11] . The uncertainty is evaluated by re-weighting CC resonant pion events as a function of true Q 2 such that they match the observed distribution in the SciBooNE data. Resonance decays leading to multi-pion final states are also included in the model and are simulated assuming M is chosen strictly to ensure that the total CC cross section prediction reproduces previous experimental data.
Multi Pion Production and Deep Inelastic Scattering Cross Section
The uncertainties for multi pion and deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross sections are set respectively at ±40%. The 40% multi-pion and DIS uncertainties come from a comparison of the NUANCE predictions to the existing multi-pion data in [37, 38] .
Pion Interaction in the Initial Target Nucleus
For pions produced by neutrino interactions, uncertainties on the cross sections for pion absorption, pion inelastic scattering, and pion charge exchange in the nucleus are considered. The values of absorption, inelastic scattering, and charge exchange for pions are varied by ±30% in the MC independently while keeping the total number of neutrino events with pion processes fixed to determine the systematic uncertainties of each process.
Proton Emission
A systematic uncertainty associated with the emission of a proton following pion absorption in the nucleus is also included. The proton emission following a pion absorption alters both the number of reconstructed tracks and the event kinematics. Turning off this nuclear process in the MC results in better agreement between the data and the MC, thus, indicating that the modeling may be inaccurate. We have estimated the uncertainty associated with proton emission by calculating the difference for the MC with this process turned on and off. The uncertainty is calculated for both NUANCE and NEUT, with NEUT giving the larger systematic uncertainty, so the uncertainty is conservatively estimated using NEUT for both MCs.
VI. FITS TO DETERMINE THE K +
PRODUCTION AND RATE NORMALIZATION
The final state reconstructed track multiplicity and the muon angular distributions for the selected high energy events are different for neutrinos produced by pion and kaon decays as presented in Sec. III and in Sec. IV. Therefore, we fit these distributions in order to isolate neutrinos from kaon decays and minimize the following χ 2 function:
. (4) Cross section values (CCQE and CC1π for ν andν) and uncertainties are included in the fit as described respectively in Appendix A and in Sec. V.
Two separate K + normalizations with respect to the beam MC predictions (Eq. 1) are extracted from the K For the K + production analysis, the functions that describe the number of predicted events N are given by Eq. A1 for neutrinos and Eq. A3 for antineutrinos in Appendix A. (V ν sys ) ij and (Vν sys ) pq are the elements of the covariance matrix for neutrino and antineutrino mode for each of the systematic uncertainties described in Sec. V. V ν stat (Vν stat ) represents the statistical error in neutrino mode running (antineutrino mode running). An initial neutrino mode and antineutrino mode combined χ 2 minimization is performed to determine the best cross-section normalization factors for both ν µ and ν µ as described in Appendix A. Pull terms on the crosssections normalization factors are added to keep the minimization physical. After the initial combined χ 2 minimization, the cross-section weights are fixed in N pred i and M pred p at their minimized values and the pull terms are removed from the χ 2 to evaluate the total (statistical+systematical) uncertainty on the K + production or rate. These cross-section weights are initially minimized to allow for better agreement between data and MC in the plots and do not affect either K + production or rate weights because the large uncertainties on the neutrino cross-section values are already taken into account in the covariance matrix. The K + rate is measured by minimizing the same χ 2 function as described in Eq. 4 but using Eq. A2 and Eq. A4 respectively for neutrino and antineutrino to predict the number of events. The covariance matrices used for the K + rate measurement does not include the cross section uncertainties for the ν µ from K + in contrast to the matrices used for the flux measurement. A summary of the cross section normalizations is presented in Tab. VII. Many of these values are consistent with low energy precision cross-section measurements from the MiniBooNE experiment [2, [39] [40] [41] though the two sets of cross-section values are measured at different energies. The MiniBooNE collaboration measures cross-sections at neutrino energies less than 2 GeV while the cross-section values listed in Tab. VII are at neutrino energies greater than 3 GeV (as could be seen from Tab. IV and Tab. VI).
A summary of the fit results obtained for the K + production and rate separately for the neutrino, antineutrino and the combined neutrino and antineutrino samples is presented in Tab. VIII relative to the MC beam prediction. Fig. 12 reports the correlation matrices respectively for the neutrino and the antineutrino muon angular distributions. The full systematic covariance matrices for the neutrino and antineutrino angular distribution contain normalization uncertainties of 19% and 25%, respectively. For the initial cross section fits with pull terms, the common normalization uncertainty in the parameters is 6.5%, but as described above, the final fit for the K + weight determination only uses the parameter values and not the uncertainties.
The average K + energy and angle for the combined neutrino and antineutrino samples are reported in Tab. IX. (with respect to proton beam direction) for the selected K + in neutrino, antineutrino, and the combined neutrino and antineutrino samples using NUANCE. Errors on the mean energy and mean angle values correspond to the error on the mean for the relative distributions. The K + fit results for the production double differential cross-section in neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, though consistent, do not have to agree on the same central value. The sample of K + events selected in antineutrino mode has higher energy and lower angle with respect to the ones selected in neutrino mode as shown in Tab. IV and in Tab. VI. Combining the neu- trino and antineutrino data gives a broader kinematical region for the K + rate and production measurements.
The values for d 2 σ dpdΩ for the neutrino, antineutrino, and combined mode results are given in Tab. IX along with the mean energy and angles for the corresponding K + samples. These values are obtained multiplying the measured K + production in Tab. VIII by the MC beam prediction in Eq. 1.
The reconstructed muon angular distribution for the SciBar 1, 2 and 3-Track sample rescaled using the fit results are shown in Fig. 13 for neutrino mode and in Fig. 14 for antineutrino Table VII have been applied to the NUANCE MC predictions. The grey area represents the total systematic uncertainty in the MC.
VII. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have made a measurement of the kaon production rate and cross section for 8 GeV pro- tons on a Be target in the Fermilab BNB using highenergy muon neutrino events observed in the SciBooNE detector. SciBooNE's full neutrino (antineutrino) data set, corresponding to 0.99 × 10 20 (1.51 × 10 20 ) POT, is used. The primary measurement uses the NUANCE interactions simulation and can be directly applied to the MiniBooNE oscillation analysis [20] which used that simulation. A comparison of the results obtained with the NEUT neutrino interaction simulation gives similar results (see Appendix B).
The analysis of the neutrino and antineutrino mode data are summarized in Tab. VIII. Performing the analysis on the neutrino and antineutrino mode data sets yields the following measurement for d 2 σ dpdΩ for the p + Be → K + + X at the mean K + energy of 3.9 GeV and angle 3.7 degrees:
The same analysis is also performed using the NEUT simulation giving the results reported in Tab. XV and the result is: d 2 σ dpdΩ = (5.49 ± 0.79) mb/(GeV /c × sr). As seen, the two simulations give very similar values (within 2.5%) and demonstrate the independency of the result with respect to the underlying neutrino cross-sections and nuclear models that are different between NUANCE and NEUT. Applying these measurements will significantly reduce the systematic uncertainty associated with the measured ν e background in MiniBooNE, which is a major source of uncertainty in the previously published ν e oscillation appearance result [5] where the MiniBooNE collaboration used a conservative 40% error for the K + flux uncertainty. The K + rates (production×neutrino cross section) obtained using this analysis are:
for both NUANCE and NEUT. In addition, the fact that the normalizations of the K + production and rate weights are less than one σ away from the MC predictions (Eq. 1) validates the procedure used to extrapolate the high energy kaon data to lower energy using the Feynman Scaling model [6] . The addition of this measurement in future fits to this model will reduce the systematic uncertainty associated with K + production in low energy neutrino beams.
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Eq. A1 and Eq. A2 are used to predict the number of neutrino events in bin i in case the fit is performed to measure the K + production or the K + rate. Slightly different equations, Eq. A3 and Eq. A4 are used in the antineutrino mode fit. R P rod. K + and R Rate K + are the fit parameters for the K + production and K + rate. We use different normalization factors depending on the neutrino parent and on the interaction type. The normalization factors depend on the neutrino parent (K + , π + , π − ) and on the interaction types (QE, 1π, and Other). For K + production, the R
QE ν
and R 1π ν is applied to both the K + and π + while for K + rate, the R QE ν and R 1π ν is applied to only the π + (the neutrino cross-sections are implicit in the K + normalization itself). The reason we use the same normalization factors for neutrinos coming from π + and K + is because we assume no dependence in the cross-section at high energy (> 2 GeV) from the neutrino parent. We apply different normalization factors between neutrino and antineutrino mode running for neutrinos from CCQE and CC1π interaction types to correctly take into account the MiniBooNE measurement [41] on the different neutrino flux prediction in antineutrino mode running. We use R for antineutrino mode running. We do not apply any rescaling to all the other neutrino interaction types. For neutrino mode running, we do not rescale any interactions coming from antineutrinos due to the very small contamination of antineutrinos.
For antineutrino mode running, we applied additional normalization factors to take into account neutrinos produced by π − as shown in Eq. A3 and Eq. A4.
, where R CS is the cross-section best fit value, µ is the cross-section initial value, and σ is the cross-section uncertainty.
In the case of the antineutrino mode fit for the NU-ANCE MC we use a larger R CCQĒ ν and R 1π ν with respect to the central fit values to get a better agreement between data and MC for the SciBar 1-Track sample as shown in Fig. 9 . For all other pull terms, µ is set at 1.0 with a 30% uncertainty. A summary of the crosssection best fit values is in Tab. VII for NUANCE MC and in Tab. XII for NEUT MC. The variations in these normalization factors for the neutrino and antineutrino cross-sections are well within the cross-section systematic uncertainties and the cross-section best fit values agree well with the cross-section measurements performed by the MiniBooNE collaboration [39] [40] [41] .
Appendix B: K + Measurements using NEUT
In the SciBooNE experiment, neutrino interactions with carbon and hydrogen in the SciBar detector are also simulated by the NEUT [17, 18] program library.
The measurements presented in Sec. III and Sec. IV are computed with assumptions on the underlying neutrino cross sections and nuclear models. Due to that, we have repeated our analysis using NEUT [17, 18] as neutrino interactions Monte Carlo. The analysis is performed in the same way as for the NUANCE MC. The reconstructed muon angle distributions for the SciBar 1, 2 and 3-Track samples are shown in Fig. 15 for the neutrino mode analysis and in Fig. 16 for the antineutrino mode analysis. NEUT and NUANCE parameters are summarized in Tab. X. The different parameter values result in different neutrino cross section predictions between the two and the differences are more in how the two Monte Carlos implement nuclear and cross section models. The total interaction numbers predicted by NEUT are summarized in Tab. XI.
The difference in the parameter choices (Tab. X), leads to NEUT predicting a larger QE and single pion rate than NUANCE. This difference in QE rate comes largely from the choice of κ values, and the difference in single pion rate can be largely accounted for by the difference in M 1π A assumptions. CC-QE interactions, which are implemented using the Smith and Moniz model [21] , are the dominant interaction in the SciBooNE neutrino energy range. The nucleons are treated as quasi-free particles and the Fermi motion of nucleons along with the Pauli exclusion principle is taken into account. The Fermi surface momentum (p F ) for carbon is set to 217(220) MeV/c and the nuclear potential (E B ) is set to 25(34) MeV/c for NEUT(NUANCE), as extracted from electron scattering data [22] . The default binding energy in NUANCE is somewhat higher than in NEUT because it additionally accounts for neutrino vs. electron scattering differences [23] . With regards to the vector form factor, NEUT uses a dipole form with a vector mass of 0.84 GeV/c 2 , while NUANCE uses the BBA-2003 form factor [24] . A dipole form is used for the axial form factor with an [23] . The same Fermi momentum distribution and nuclear potential are used in all other neutrino-nucleus interactions except for resonant π production.
The resonant production of single pion, kaon, and eta mesons, as described by the model of Rein and Sehgal (RS) [26] , is implemented with axial-vector form factors formalized to be dipole with M 1π A = 1.21 GeV/c 2 for NEUT and M 1π A = 1.10 GeV/c 2 for NUANCE. Resonance decays leading to multi-pion final states are also included in the NUANCE model as described in Sec. II D. In NEUT, multi-pion production is simulated as deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and the RS model is not used. Multi-hadron final states are simulated by two models: a custom-made program [42] for events with W between 1.3 and 2.0 GeV/c 2 and PYTHIA/JETSET [43] for events with W larger than 2 GeV/c 2 . The pion multiplicity is additionally restricted to be greater than one for 1.3 < W < 2 GeV/c 2 to avoid double-counting sources of single pion production. In NUANCE, the DIS contribu-tion slowly increases for W values starting at 1.7 GeV and becomes the only source of neutrino interactions above W > 2 GeV.
The total and inelastic pion-nucleon cross sections are treated differently in NEUT and NUANCE. In NEUT they are from the original Rein and Sehgal publication [28, 29] while in NUANCE, they are obtained from fits to PDG data [44] and implemented as a function of pion energy with an additional rescale of the NC and CC coherent pion production cross section.
Intra nuclear interactions are simulated differently as well: more details can be found for both NEUT and NU-ANCE in [16, 19] .
The results obtained for the cross-section best fit values using NEUT in the neutrino and antineutrino mode are summarized in Tab. XII. The mean energy and mean angle (with respect to proton beam direction) for the selected K + and the mean energy for ν µ from the selected K + in each of the three samples, for both neutrino mode running and antineutrino mode running, are summarized in Tab. XIII and Tab. XIV. A summary of the fit results obtained for the K + production and rate separately for neutrino, antineutrino and the combined neutrino and antineutrino samples is presented in Tab. XV relative to the MC beam prediction. Fig. 17 reports the correlation matrices respectively for the neutrino and the antineutrino muon angular distributions. For NEUT, the full systematic covariance matrices for the neutrino and antineutrino angular distribution contain normalization uncertainties of 19% and 25%, respectively. For the initial cross section fits with pull terms, the common normalization uncertainty in the parameters is 6.5%.
The average K + energy and angle for the combined neutrino and antineutrino samples are reported in Tab The reconstructed muon angle distributions for the SciBar 1, 2 and 3-Track samples rescaled using the fit results are shown in Fig. 18 for the neutrino mode analysis and in Fig. 19 for the antineutrino mode analysis. Number of Events Table XII have been applied to the NEUT predictions. The grey area represents the total systematic uncertainty in the MC.
